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    This FAQ Retrieval system is designed to find a match from the 
given set of Frequently Asked Questions for a query written in SMS 

language. The problem with questions asked in SMS language is that 
the SMS text has a lot of noise. Understanding user questions in 

natural languages requires Natural Language Processing (NLP). The 
match Q* for the SMS query is found out by using sequence 

matching techniques, disemvoweling, etc.
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INTRODUCTION



In this task, we have a corpus of frequently asked questions and 
answers from various domains that have been provided. The corpora 
of questions in the database are represented by Q. The query is in 
SMS language which may or may not contain noise. The goal of the 
task is to find a question Q* from the corpora of FAQ’s Q, that is the 
best possible match for the SMS query S.
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Problem Statement



I have two parameters for calculating the score of a question, 
keyword score and similarity score. 
The methods for calculating the keyword score, like disemvoweling, 
are based on the general observations made about the language and 
slangs used by people while typing SMS text.
 On the other hand, the similarity score  is calculated using 
dynamic programming techniques for string comparison and pattern 
matching algorithms, like Longest Common Subsequence and Gestalt 
Pattern Matching.
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Problem statement contd..



Ø Preprocessing
Ø Disemvoweling
Ø Removal of stop words
Ø Keyword matching

Ø Calculation of weight of each word using:
      *Similarity ratio
      *Longest Common Subsequence ratio
       *Levenshtein Distance
       *Inverse Document Frequency

Ø Creation of variant lists for each SMS word
Ø Similarity score
Ø Total Score
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System Implementation



Ø We create a hash table of words W  that contains all the words occurring 
in all the questions in Q with the keys being characters a-z and numbers 
0-9.  

Ø  Example: ‘i’ contains all the words in the set Q that start with ‘i’, like 
‘insurance’, ‘improve’, and so on

Ø A list of stop words is also prepared and disemvoweled
Ø Digits occurring in SMS token are replaced by a string based on a 

manually designed digit-to-string mapping (“8”->“eight”).
Ø Single character words in the SMS query are removed.
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Preprocessing



Ø We describe the process of removing vowels from a string as 
disemvoweling and the string from which vowels are removed is 
said to be disemvoweled. 

Ø We apply this process of disemvoweling to the SMS query 
because in general, it has been observed that the user tries to 
compress the text by removing vowels.
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Disemvoweling



Ø Stop words are words which are filtered out prior to, or 
after, processing text. 

Ø The stop words are removed from the SMS query S. We now call it 
processed SMS query.

Ø The list of stop words that we have used includes the most 
common short function words such as the, is, at, which, on, etc. 
and common lexical words as well. 
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Removal of stop words



Ø In order to calculate the keyword score of a question q in Q-
Poss(described later), we disemvowel all the questions and for each 
question q we find the number of words of the SMS query it contains.

Ø Words or tokens of the query are called keywords.
    Keywords score(q)= No. of keywords in q    ..(1)
                                    No. of keywords in S
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Keyword Matching



Ø For each token of the SMS query (not disemvoweled), we 
calculate its similarity with every word w in the corpus W. The 
weight of a word is given by the equation:

    Weight(w,s)=    LCSR(w,s)*SMRatio(w,s)  *IDF(w)
                                  LevDistance(w,s)         …(2)
*LCSR(w, s) - Longest Common Subsequence Ratio of the SMS query 
token s and the word w in W.
*SMRatio(w, s) - Similarity ratio using Ratcliff/Obershelp algorithm.
*LevDistance(w, s)-Levenshtein Distance between disemvoweled w 
and s
*LevDistance(w, s)-Levenshtein Distance between disemvoweled w 
and s
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Calculation of weight of a word



Ø The longest common subsequence (LCS) problem is to find the 
longest subsequence common to all the sequences, in our case LCS 
of w and s. The LCS ratio is given by:

   
      LCSR(w,s) =      LCS(w,s)                       …(3) 
                          max(length(w,s))
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Longest Common Subsequence 
Ratio(LCSR)



Ø The similarity ratio(SMRatio) of two words is calculated by an algorithm 
that predates the Ratcliff/Obershelp algorithm for ‘gestalt pattern 
matching’. 

Ø The algorithm works by examining two strings passed to it and locating 
the largest group of characters in common. The algorithm uses this group 
of characters as an anchor between the two strings. The algorithm then 
places any group of characters found to the left or the right of this anchor 
on a stack for further examination.

         SMRatio(w,s)  =       2*No. of common characters                 
                                  No. of characters in the two strings
                                                                                       …(4)
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Similarity ratio



Ø Levenshtein distance is a 'distance' between two strings given by 
counting the minimum number of operations needed to transform 
one string into the other, where an operation is defined as an 
insertion, deletion, or substitution of a single character, or a 
transposition of two characters.

Ø w and s are disemvoweled to calculate the Levenshtein distance 
between them.
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Levenshtein Distance



Ø If f number of documents in corpus Q contain a term w and the 
total number of documents in Q is N, the Inverse Document 
Frequency (IDF) of win W is

IDF(w)= log N                          …(5)
                           f

Ø A word which occurs less number of times in the corpus Q will 
have a high IDF

Ø The reason behind this logic is that queries are composed of 
informative words.
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Inverse Document 
Frequency(IDF)



In order to calculate the similarity score of each question in Q, we 
first create a variant list for each SMS token. This is done by 
calculating weight of each word w in W with respect to each SMS 
token s using equation (2). This list is then sorted in descending 
order. The list contains the top 5 variants. A word is said to be a 
variant of the SMS token if it starts with the same character and if
              Length (LCS (w, s)) > 1
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Creation of variant lists



A search is performed on the corpus Q for the questions that contain 
the variant w and all these question are added to a list called Q-Poss. 
Thus, after the search for variants for the SMS tokens is complete, Q-
POSS will contain all the questions that could possibly be the 
matching question Q* for the SMS query S.
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Variant lists contd..



Ø The similarity score is calculated for all the questions in Q-POSS. 
Ø In an iterative manner, we select a word from the question q which 

has maximum weight with respect to an SMS token s and add its 
weight to the similarity score for q. That word is then removed from 
the list Q-words. This process is repeated till the word for each SMS 
token.

 
SimilarityScore(q)                                            
   …(6)                      
Where, w*= word in the question q with max                                         
Weight w.r.t. SMS token 
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Similarity score

is



Ø The total score for a question q in Q-POSS is calculated by adding 
its keyword score and similarity score and is kept along with q

Ø The question with the maximum total score is returned as the 
match Q*, for the SMS query S.

 TotalScore(q)=KeywordScore(q)+SimilarityScore(q)
       …(7)
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Total Score



Ø The system returns up to top 5 matching questions from the FAQ set with 
Q*as the best match for the SMS query S.

Ø If all matching questions for an SMS query had a total score lower than a 
threshold total score, then the query was considered to be irrelevant and 
“NULL” is given as output.

Ø Use of IDF gave more accurate results.
Ø Use of hash tables has made the system more time efficient.
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Experiments and Results



Ø This system also proved to be more efficient than Python’s fuzzy 
match.

Ø The following results were obtained for this system:
In Domain correct:396/728 (0.54395604)
Out of Domain correct:1940/2677 (0.7246918)

Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): 0.8630503 
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Results contd..



Thus, this system gives a smart and efficient algorithm for answering 
Frequently Asked Questions that are asked in SMS language.
As future work I would like to address the following issues:

Ø Using a synonym dictionary that can add similar meaning words 
to the variant list for an SMS token.

Ø Improving the accuracy of the system with respect to in-domain 
queries.
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Conclusion and Future Work
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